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1. Summary
A site survey and assessment of hydropower potential has been carried out by Hydromatch Ltd
for Coldharbour Mill, Devon. This document has been prepared to support Environment Agency
consultation and gives details of the proposals. A new hydro-electric scheme is proposed at this
location. An Environment Agency transfer and abstraction licence permits a prescribed flow to
the leat system for power generation and the proposed scheme would operate within these
limits.
Principle characteristics of the proposed scheme are as follows:
Estimated mean flow for River Culm at this location

: 2.07 m³/s (Q30.9)

Estimated Q95 flow for River Culm at this location

: 0.593 m³/s

Abstraction limit under existing licence:

: 0.60 m³/s

Water body classification 2016 (Ecological)

: Poor

Abstraction sensitivity band

: ABS3

Proposed Turbine Bywash Flow (Leat HOF)

: 0.05 m³/s

Turbine type

: 1 x Hydrodynamic Screw

Turbine diameter

: 1.400 m

Turbine design flow

: 0.550 m³/s

Design flow as proportion of mean flow

: 26 %

Flow split

: 91 % of leat flows to turbine

Operating time when bypass flows are at HOF

: 100%

Gross head

: 3.3 m

Depleted river length

: Approx 2.55 km

Design Power

: 12 kW

Typical Annual Energy Generation

: 69 MWh

Electricity Demand at Coldharbour Mill (2017)

: 59 MWh

Approx CO2 Emissions saving p.a.

: 36 tonnes (@ 0.527 kg/kWh)

Benefits of the scheme include the following:
•

Renewable energy generation which improve the future environmental and economic
sustainability of the site

•

Re-use of existing channels helping to keep these as viable waterways and reduce
siltation

•

Address Water Framework Directive commitments for environmental improvements and
help meet goals of the South West River Basin Management Plan

•

A modern interpretation of hydropower to compliment the historical system would be a
valuable asset for the museum as a visitor attraction
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3. Site overview
Coldharbour Mill Working Wool Museum is a former textile mill which lies on the upper reaches
of the River Culm in Devon on the outskirts of the village of Uffculme. It was formerly a Victorian
textile factory and is now open to the public as a museum and country park. There is also a cafe
and several commercial spaces which are let to local businesses including Hydromatch Ltd.
The mill is managed by Coldharbour Mill Development Trust Ltd and, with recent management
changes, is undergoing a period of transformation as elements of the site are refurbished and reconfigured to improve the experience for visitors.
An application to the Rural Community Energy Fund to revisit the idea of using the mill
infrastructure for hydropower generation was one of a number of successful funding bids made
recently. This consultation is part of that study.
Water is diverted into a leat system which supplies the mill. The leat is approximately 650 metres
in length. A tailrace system returns flow to the River channel via a braided network of channels
which include the leat system to Selgars Mill which is approximately 1150 metres downstream.
An existing transfer and abstraction license govern the permitted flows to the leat system and
this is limited by a ‘letterbox’ type structure at the leat entrance.
Selgars Mill was also visited as part of this investigation and a brief assessment made as to issues
such as migration barriers and flooding vunerability.
Upstream of the mill is a large millpond which is now overgrown and here a spillway provides
flow to a bypass channel which skirts the mill buildings. The leat itself leads to the screened
intake of a large breastshot waterwheel which was refurbished in the 1990’s and can be
connected to line-shafts in the factory for demonstration of how the mill was formerly used.
Three parallel sluice gates (illustrated on cover) 30 metres upstream of the waterwheel from the
final leat section to the bypass channel were installed for dewatering and maintaining the leat
system. This proposal considers use of this facility for installation of a hydro-electric system.

Figure 2:
Overview
map of leat
flows
downstream
of
Coldharbour
Mill (OS
maps)
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4. Water Framework Directive Assessment
4.1 Hydrology Data
Long term flow characterisation is necessary in order to gauge the average conditions and the
most appropriate design flows. This also enables predictions about likely future conditions and
potential energy yields from a hydropower system.

4.1.1 River flow characteristics
The River Culm flows are monitored at Woodmill G were obtained from the Environment Agency.
These were corrected for the difference in catchment areas to give a profile of expected readings
at the Great Weir. This was doneauging Station which is downstream of Coldharbour Mill. Recent
flow gauging from 2012 to 2018 by using Catchments UK and Low Flows software to model flow
characteristics at both the gauging station and the site. A correction factor of 54.3% was then
derived which was multiplied with the gauged values.
Location

Catchment
Area km²

Q mean (Low
Flows) m³/s

Correction factor

Woodmill Gauging Station
(NGR ST020057)

226.1

3.813

100%

Great Weir
(NGR ST 06814 12410)

114.9

2.069

54.3%

The results which illustrate the flows characteristics in the River Culm upstream and downstream
of the weir are are summarised in Figure 3 and Figure 4. The Leat flow values have been derived
using the licensed limit of a 50% flow split up to the limit of 600 l/s and ensuring that leat flows
do not exceed 200 l/s when flows fall to Q95 levels as measured at the gauging station.
Additional mitigation measures will also be adopted to ensure that the river channel is protected
during drier periods and that fish migration is not hindered.
At values of Q80 and below, a 33% split is used to ensure that sufficient flows remain in the main
river channel during drier periods.
During periods which are sensitive for fish movement (April to May and October to November)
the flow split will also be reduced to 33% take.

4.1.2 Flow splits management and monitoring
A proportion of the River Culm flows are diverted into a leat system at the Great weir. This split is
limited by the leat dimensions and a ‘letterbox’ type structure positioned at the leat entrance
(Figure 7). The opening will be further restricted with wooden panels across one third of the
structure during the months which are sensitive for fish movement to ensure that the flow split is
not exceeded. The flow split will be verified by using the output of the generator to gauge leat
flows and compared with river flow at the weir using live data from the gauging station adjusted
to the site as described above.
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4.2 Mitigation measures to ensure Water Framework Directives are met
4.2.1 Reduction of flow split from 50% take to 33% take
The flow split will be reduced so that the maximum flow to the leat does not exceed 33% when
river flows fall below Q80.
The flow split will also be reduced from 50% to 33% take during the months of April, May,
October and November. This will ensure that sufficient flows remain in the river during sensitive
times for fish movement.

4.2.2 Fish and Eel Passage
An approved fish pass design will be co-located with the turbine installation. This will facilitate
upstream passage which is not currently possible. The design of fish pass is likely to be a boxed
pool and traverse type pass.
An approved eel pass will similarly be installed so that juvenile glass eels can access upper section
of the leat.
Outline plan and section drawings have been provided. It is anticipated that the formal approval
of the designs will be a condition of the issued license prior to operation of the hydropower
system commencing.
The proposed turbine will comply with the guidance for safe transit of fish downstream in terms
of blade number and maximum rotational speed. Compressible rubber bumpers will be fitted to
blade tips to prevent injury to fish passing downstream through the turbine.
It is proposed to also remove two small weirs located in the bypass channel at Coldharbour Mill
(Figure 9) to lower the tailwater level. This will further reduce barrier to free movement in the
channel.

4.3 Geomorphology study
Minor geomorphological changes only are anticipate in the leat and tailrace systems since
maximum flow rates are restricted and will remain unchanged from the current pattern. The
areas where some geomorphological change are anticipated are shown in would be affected by
the scheme instalationis presently covered with a layer of alluvial sediment to a depth of
between 100 mm and 200 mm.
The channel downstream of the proposed installation installation will likewise adjust to
moderately increased flow conditions. Removal of the small impoundments created by the
informal stone weirs (Figure 9) will create a more natural and gravel based channel bed with
lower sediment volumes and provide a more varied aquatic habitat. No bank errosion is
anticipated as leat and tailrace banks are lined with stone walls to each side.
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Figure 5: Areas where minor geomorphological changes are possible.

4.3.1 Effects for phytobenthos
It is anticipated that there will be increased opportunities for phytobethos cultures in the
downstream channel as the higher flow velocities will reduce sedimentation in this area an
increase the presence of suitable substrates (cobbles, pebbles and gravel).

4.3.2 Effects for macrophytes
Macrophyte occurrence in the leat channel is currently very limited. A recent survey identified no
submerged species in the leat sections identified in Figure 5.
This is likely to be due to the turbidity of the water and high levels of alluvial sedimentation
Removal of the stone weirs in the downstream channel section should reduce sedimentation and
increase light levels through a reduction in turbidity. This should encourage greater proliferation
of submerged macrophyte poplulations whilst the greater variation in water depth between the
centre and edges of the channel should provide a greater habitat for emergent varieties.

4.3.3 Effects for fish
Increased flow velocity, light levels and varied substrate in the downstream channel, should
enable phytobenthos and macrophyte species to be established and therefore create a suitable
habitat for aquatic invertebrates, providing a food source for varied fish species. Furthermore,
the aerated flows leaving the turbine and fish pass, and exposed gravel beds should provide a
suitable spawning habitat for local populations of brown trout.
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4.4 Site photographs

Figure 6: The “Great Weir” River Culm (Section 2 Key No.1)

Figure 7: Flow control structure at leat off-take adjacent to the Great Weir, River Culm
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Figure 8: Main sluice from leat to bypass channel (Section 2 Key No.2)

Figure 9: Bypass channel with stone weirs (Section 2 Key No.7)
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4.5 Hydropower system design conditions
4.5.1 Design Flow
A design flow rate of 0.550 m³/s (550 litres per second) has been selected from the 600 l/s which
is currently licensed. It is then assumed that a continuous bywash flow of 50 litres per second will
be provided.

4.5.2 Hands-Off Flow
No Hands-Off Flow is currently specified at the off-take point. However a maximum abstraction
flow of 200 l/s at the off-take point is currently specified when the River Culm flow rate as
measured at Woodmill GS falls to 1,070l/s or below. This is approximately equivalent to Q95 at
the gauging station.

4.5.3 Location

Figure 10: Proposed positioning for Screw Turbine at Main Sluice(Google maps)

4.5.4 Turbine design
Compressible rubber bumpers will be fitted to leading edge of each turbine blade to safeguard
the passage of fish.
The turbine blade maximum tip speed will not exceed 5 metres per second.
The intake screen to the turbine will have a bar spacing of 100 mm for safety and to prevent large
debris from entering.
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4.6 Statutory Designations
Coldharbour Mill is a Grade II* listed building and as such any new hydropower development
within the curtilage will require listed building consent. This may affect the positioning and
appearance of the scheme. The mill falls into an area of Devon which has also been designated as
a ‘Nitrate Vunerable Zone’ for groundwater.

4.7 Water Body Assessment
Water body definitions for this stretch of the River Exe and Water body classifications have been
identified using the East Devon Management Catchment 2014 and the Catchment Data Explorer
Tool which was updated 15/02/2018.
The ecological status classifications are broadly poor and showed some decline in quality
between 2009 to 2016. The revised River Basin Managment Plan (2015) aims to reverse this
trend and achieve a classification of ‘Good’ across all ecological indicators by 2027.
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4.8 Rights of other water users
There are no fishing or boating rights along the leat and tailrace system which will be affected by
the proposals.

4.9 Selgars Mill
This mill is fed by the tailrace and bypass channels from Coldharbour Mill. A visit was made to
discuss the proposals with the site owners (09/08/18) so that any concerns they had could be
noted. A brief review of barriers to fish migration was also undertaken.
A further concern was raised over whether the risk of flooding would increase. A dyke separates
the mill pond from the mill cottages and some water seeping from the retaining side of the mill
pond is retuned to the channel downstream of the weir via a pipe with non return valve.
Measures have also been adopted to enable ground water to flow beneath the building.
A spillway and level control sluice is also present from the millpond and provides the primary
means of level control. The spillway glacis (or apron) is showing signs of erosion and requires
some repair. Since this sluice gate and spillway is the location where most of the leat flow is
currently diverted around the mill, this area could present an opportunity to improve fish
passage. Further discussions will take place with the owners of Selgars Mill as to how this could
be achieved.
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Figure 11: Selgars Mill (millpond, dyke and cottages)

Figure 12: Selgars Mill (millpond, sluice and spillway)
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5. Appendices
5.1 Hydropower modelling and system overview
5.2 Layout drawings
HM061 A.20 A System Plan Scale 1:150 A3
HM061 A.21 A 1400 HEP Section Scale B-B 1:100 A3
HM061 A.22 A Fish Pass Section A-A Scale 1:50A3
HM061 A.23A Eel Pass Section C-C Scale 1:50A3

5.3 Phase 1 Habitat Study – JL Ecology
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10.1 Hydropower modelling and system overview

Figure 13: Design Summary
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Turbine type: Hydrodynamic Screw (GESS, Czech Republic)

The water entering the screw applies a force to the screw blades which cause it to rotate.
This in turn drives a gearbox and generator. The rotational speed of the screw would be
Key features around 25 rpm. The Hydrodynamic screw is made of steel and painted for corrosion
resistance. Rubber blade tips would be fitted to further reduce likely harm to fish from
contact.

Control
strategy

Water level sensing upstream and downstream enables optimum screw performance. In
order to compensate for varying head levels, a control system can be introduced which
allows the speed of the screw to be adjusted so that flow rate can be maintained as the
upstream water level varies.
Automatic means of starting and stopping the screw turbine is provided by a hydraulically
operated sluice gate.

Maintenance
requirements

Screening

Ease of
installation

Replacement of gearbox lubricant annually. Belt replacement every 2 to 5 years. Lower
turbine bearing replacement every 5 to 10 years.
A screw turbine should not require fine screening to exclude fish. A debris screen will be
required to prevent damage from large items typically with a bar spacing of 100 mm
which will allow smaller items to pass through. Regular manual cleaning of this screen will
still be required unless and automated system is installed.
A screw turbine can be supplied with a steel trough which reduces building work (known
as a ‘compact’ version by GESS). The pre-fabricated trough ensures a close fit between the
screw and the base and thereby efficient operation. The drive and generator system are
located at the top of the screw and the end of the turbine.

Advantages: A coarse intake screen only (>100 mm bar spacing) should be required and reduced
building work with the compact version therefore the associated costs are lower.
The control system is more complicated due to the requirement for a variable speed
drive.

Drawbacks:

The lower bearing is submerged and under considerable load. Periodic (e.g. every 5 years)
replacement of this bearing needs consideration as part of the ongoing maintenance.
Performance is sensitive to tail water (downstream) levels and the level variation must be
carefully understood when making performance predictions.
Hydrodynamic Screw turbines are noisier than enclosed turbines although noise can be
mitigated by fitting an acoustic cover.

Figure 14: System overview
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